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Warm up Activities 
 

Clap Jump Spin Run 
The pattern always follows the clap, jump, spin, and run sequence.  Everyone should be in a circle with a 
little room in between each other. As a warm up have the pattern just go to the right.  The first person claps, 
the person to their right jumps, the next person turns around once and the next person finds a new spot in 
the circle (run). Switch directions every once in a while making the sequence go left and then back to the 
right. After everyone is comfortable with the pattern, restart with one clap but have the pattern go to both 
the right and the left simultaneously.  
This activity is wonderful as a warm up as it typically incites some laughter and lots of movement.  Perfection 
is impossible.  Could this lead to a conversation about making mistakes and how we react to those 
mistakes? Maybe a reminder to not take ourselves to seriously. 
 
In Out Left Right 
This activity can be played with the group in any formation but I prefer a circle so we all can watch one 
another and share the missteps together. There are 3 rounds to this activity. The first round is just to get the 
instruction out and everyone understanding the basics of the game.  When the facilitator says in… the 
group says in and jumps in. When the facilitator says out… the group says out and jumps out. Same for the 
commands left and right.  In round 2, the group will do what the facilitator says but say the opposite.  In 
round 3, the group will say what the facilitator says but do the opposite.  I like to play these last two rounds 
long enough to ensure that most people make a few mistakes.  
Again, this is a great activity to get the group laughing and warmed up but can also lead to conversations 
about making mistakes and reacting to those mistakes, allowing the group to fail together and be okay with 
that.   
 
Let’s make a deal - People in the circle make silent agreements with others in the circle to switch places. 
While the switch is happening, the person in the middle attempts to take the space of one of a switching 
pair. If you leave your spot you must go, whether or not the person you thought you had an agreement with 
goes… some trust here.   
You can start a discussion about the difference between trusting and being trust worthy. What are trust 
worthy behaviors? What might make you less likely to trust someone? Can we control if someone trust us… 
or can we only act in a way that makes us trust worthy? 
In a second round, you can add the rule, any space is a free space as the groups gets going, meaning anyone 
can take any space at any time if it is left unattended.  This rule completely breaks down any chance you had 
of talking about trust as it is a free for all but it is wicked fun and may bring out a comparison to behaviors in 
the first round? 

 
 
 



 
Ubuntu Cards 

 
Common Bond  
Give a card to each person in the group. Challenge everyone to pair up and find a matching item on their cards. When 
they do find a match, have them try to find something else in their lives that they have in common, a common bond. 
Once they are successful, have them move on to a new person and repeat the activity. 
Note: all the cards have a common symbol with every other card... but the group doesn’t need to know that.  
 
Get it Back 
This activity works well after a group has done a few preliminary activities with the Ubuntu cards. Specifically, each 
person will have had to choose a card in which they identified with the image on the single image side (i.e. Strengths 
activity). The group will also have played an activity or 2 that mix the cards up amongst the group (i.e. Blind Find or 
Find & Flee). After the cards are shuffled around the players, have everyone look to the single image side. If they, by 
chance, have their original card... they can step to the side and cheer the other players on. The rest of the group will 
play the common bond activity, switching cards after the match is found. Players then turn their cards over to the 
single image side to see if they have found their original card. Continue play until everyone has found his or her 
original card. 
 
Row Race 
This is a large group activity that would work well in auditorium seating but could be played in seated rows of players.  
Everyone is seated in rows of equal size. Every player has a card. The first person in each row has a second card we will 
call the "row card" that is single image side up. On "GO" the row card is flipped over and the first person has to find the 
match between their card and the row card. Once the match is found the row card is passed to the next person in the 
row. This continues until the row card reaches the last person in the row. When the last person finds the match they 
stand up and yell "UBUNTU" 
 
Championship Find  
This is a fun, light-hearted, competitive (and noisy) activity. Give each person a card and ask everyone to find a 
partner. On your signal, have the partners turn over their cards and race to find the matching image. The person who 
finds the match first wins and takes the opponent’s card. The person who lost joins the winner’s “team” as an 
enthusiastic fan and cheerleader. Winners continue to play by finding another undefeated participant to play against, 
while their growing fan bases cheers them on. Play until one person has all the cards and all the fans. Congratulations!  
 
Ubuntu Mimeograph  
The object of the game is for the team to recreate in the play space the pattern of cards that you have created in 
another out of site space.  You will need 2 decks of Ubuntu cards.  Create a pattern of 10 -12 cards out in a hallway or 
in another room.  The team members may each only go look at the secret pattern one time and they may only go 
alone.  Can the team recreate the pattern? How did the group deal with the fact that there may have been a saboteur 
in their midst? 

(with Saboteur) Prior to playing this activity, pass around folded up note cards to everyone and tell the group 
to secretly look at the card. Tell them that the person who has an X on the inside of their card is the saboteur 
for this activity and their goal is to prevent the group from being successful.  (I rarely actually put an X on a 
card… which creates a layer of distrust on the team, which can be a powerful discussion point) The game can 
be played without this layer also. 

 
Visit www.ubuntucards.com or www.high5adventure.org/ubuntucards 
Email games to : ubuntucards@high5adventure.org  

 
  



Initiatives  

 
Here are some of my favorite initiative problems that work in a variety of situations. 

 
What’s Missing? (ColorBlind Variation by Chris Cavert) 
Find full instructions for this activity at Chris’s website Fundoing: http://www.fundoing.com/blog/whats-
missing. We used the board game Qwirkle to play this activity . Qwirkle is available in regular and travel size.  Share 
tiles around to all participants except 2. All players must not show their tiles but may communicate about what they 
have. Knowing that the colors and shapes are evenly distributed the group must figure out what the color and shape 
of the 2 missing tiles are.  
 
Little green straw - I often play this in 3 rounds. Designate a play area with a rope(we used the rug). Group 
closes their eyes while you hide the little green straw (Pencil, pen or whatever). Ask the group to open their 
eyes and without talking, look for the object. If they find it, they don’t say anything but just leave the play 
area. Once all members of the group find it, start again and hide it better. Last round I stay in the circle and 
place the object behind my ear or in a shirt pocket where they can see it.  
Great one to talk about empathy for that last person stuck looking at the ground when it is behind your ear. 
How did the group react to the situation? How did the last person react? 
 
Negotiation Square 
Divide the larger group into 4 equal teams. Position teams in the shape of a square with on team per side.  
Each small team creates a motion and a noise. These are shared with all the groups and everyone practices 
each other’s.  At this point, teams may no longer talk to anyone except their own small team.  Small teams 
decide which of the noises and which of the motions they will perform when the group reforms.   All teams 
reform the large square. On go, all teams perform their noise and motion.  The objective is for all 4 teams to 
do exactly the same thing… but they may not coordinate or talk amongst teams. They may only go by 
observations and small team strategies. If the teams are unsuccessful in this first try (which they usually are) 
they must regroup in small teams and make changes as appropriate.  Continue this large square displays 
and small team regrouping until the large square is all doing exactly the same thing.   
This activity can bring up what it means to negotiate and be observant of others behaviors.  Putting the 
needs of the larger group above the needs of the individual or small team.  
 
Symbolic Connections - Each person gets a pair of matching symbols on tape. They then trade those tape pieces 
with other members of the group. No two people should have the same two symbols. Place the tape in a “G-rated and 
appropriate place for all audiences place” on their bodies. The group then attempts to link all the shapes to there 
matching pair without removing the tape, creating an interesting human sculpture.  
 
52 Fathoms  
This new deck of cards from High 5 Adventure is not only beautiful but also versatile new deck of cards. In 
this workshop we did the activity 52 fathoms.  We then transitioned into how we are connected and finished 
with Story Island.  These plus tons of other card activities can be facilitated with the new 52 Fathoms cards. 
 

 
 

For More information on High 5 Adventure and professional trainings we offer 
please visit us at www.high5adventure.org or call us at 877.356.4445 

 


